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the National 
Museum of  
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anchor and 
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and tourists from around the 

globe visit the Museum to learn 
more about the mission, history, and 

evolving capabilities of america’s air force.
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about the air force MuseuM 
fouNDatioN, iNc.
the air Force Museum Foundation, inc. is a 501(c)(3) corporation established to raise funds to support the 
development and expansion of the national Museum of the U.S. air Force®. the Foundation raises funds 
through its Museum Store, Membership Program, iMaX® theatre, Morphis Movie ride, and valkyrie Café, 
as well as from direct donations.

the air Force provides funding for Museum operations and maintenance. the Foundation raises funds  
to support the development and expansion of facilities and items not normally appropriated by Congress.

Construction of the fourth building will be funded entirely by the Foundation, with the support of 
generous donors.  

air Force Museum Foundation, inc.  
1100 Spaatz St.  
Wright-Patterson aFB, oH 45433    
937.656.9607  |  www.airforcemuseum.com
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the air Force Museum, inc. is a private organization. it is not part of the Department of 
Defense or any of its components, and it has no governmental status.
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FuturEa strategic iNvestMeNt iN DaytoN, ohioInvest
celebratiNg aviatioN heritage

Dayton is the “birthplace of aviation.” through dramatic 
and engaging exhibits, the national Museum of the 
United States air Force® chronicles the evolution of flight 
from the Wright brothers to today’s stealth and remotely 
piloted aircraft (rPas). in the fourth building, visitors 
will learn more about the air Force’s contribution to the 
nation’s historical and technological achievements.

iMproviNg Quality of life

With free admission  
and parking, Miami  
valley residents visit  
the Museum often  
to take advantage  
of ever expanding  
learning opportunities.  
thousands are  
attracted to the  
programs for schools, 
youth, and families 
(e.g. guided school 
tours, Family Day, specialized aerospace programs, 
and read across america) and special events (e.g. 
exhibit openings, performances by the air Force 
Band of Flight, the giant Scale Model aircraft radio-
Controlled Model air Show, the World War i Dawn 
Patrol rendezvous, the air Force Marathon, and the 
Doolittle raiders 70th reunion) offered each year. in 
the fourth building, new demonstrations, hands-on 
workshops, and specialty tours will captivate local 
audiences. 

aDvaNciNg steM eDucatioN

the new galleries in 
the fourth building will 
provide unprecedented 
opportunities to expand 
educational experiences, 
especially in science, 
technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (SteM). 
new experiences will 
build upon the variety of 
programs currently offered 
for students, teachers, 
families, and individuals of all ages. Proposed topics 
to be addressed range from aerospace medicine to 
the study of advanced communication systems for the 
guidance and control of space vehicles and 
presidential aircraft. 

through the Museum website, access to a variey 
of educational resources will be available for K-12 
audiences. the online virtual tour will be extended to 
include the fourth building, and new Web content will  
be developed to support classroom learning.

 

iNspiriNg future geNeratioNs

the primary drivers of the future economic growth and job 
creation in the Miami valley region will be in SteM fields, 
especially in the aerospace sector. For K-12 students, 
new hands-on, inquiry-based experiences, combined  
with the opportunity to view large aircraft and spacecraft 
up close, and in many cases go inside, will capture  
students’ imaginations. Some will be influenced to  
pursue aerospace careers.

MuseuM eXpaNsioN
The 4th building is an important Museum expansion that will allow 
generations to experience globally-significant aerospace achievements 
by the U.S. Air Force yet untold in the current facility.  New exhibits 
of aerospace artifacts will provide greater opportunities to expand 
educational experiences, especially in science, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM). The new building will be 224,000 square 
feet, and designed for LEED Silver certification. The estimated cost of 
the fourth building project is $48 million.

The expanded story of the Air Force’s contribution to the development 
of military aviation will be presented in three major galleries:

space gallery

 
presidential aircraft gallery

 
global reach gallery 

Every gift counts – no matter the size.
 support the expansion 
of the National Museum of the US Air Force®.
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